Britons are owning property and living in France like never before. As such, they are part of the broader phenomena of the free movement of European Union (EU) 'citizens' within the EU's borders (intra-EU migration); and the centuries-old Franco-British relationship. We explore the salience of each of these contexts for the latest British emigrés to cross the Channel, by means of a case study of the Pays d'Auge area of Normandy. On the basis of our fieldwork with approximately 20 British households, we assess and update material first collected from and about these British migrants almost two decades ago. We review our findings in the light of the state of the FrancoBritish relationship, and the realities of a 'Citizens' Europe'. In terms of the freedom of movement, there were 'citizens' before the Maastricht Treaty created the EU and the 'European citizen' as a formal and legal entity, and our study in fact concerns a sample of Britons who emigrated to France at the tail end of Thatcher's decade -the 1980s. Nearly twenty years after their exodus, they offer us their reflections, and we reflect upon the extent to which their status as EU 'insiders' is incidental to more compelling and age-old logics motivating the migratory decision. The original four freedoms of the Treaty of Rome included the freedom of movement of 'persons' as workers, and in 1992, the Maastricht Treaty on European Union went so far as to create the legally-enforceable figure of the European Citizen who is steadily accruing rights, expectations and, who knows, identity. These advantages include the right to mobility and residence within the EU, the right to vote and stand for election at local and EU-level elections in the member state where they are resident; and access to social rights in the form of, for example, welfare and education provision. Of these, Recchi insists on the A Case Study of Intra-EU migration. 20 Years of 'Brits' in the Pays d'Auge, Normandy, France 3 significance of 'the rights to free movement and settlement in the entire EU territory' as the 'cornerstone' of EU citizenship ' (2006: 60). In these ways, Europeans are reminded of their role as actors in the integration process, above and beyond the commodification of their functions as consumers, tourists, students, pensioners or workers, and this in increasingly glaring contrast to the EU's 'outsiders', or third country nationals (TCNs).
A People's Europe? Free-moving EU "Citizens" at Large
European integration has always been and remains a question of bringing people and peoples closer together, literally and metaphorically. In this article, we assess the significance of recent waves of British migration to France from this perspective. Britons have been enthusiastically touring France, ecaping, vacationing and settling there for centuries; here, we want to ascertain what difference, if any at all, EU provisions for 'citizenship' make to these migrants' stories, especially in comparison to other factors, including those pertaining specifically to the Franco-British relationship.
In terms of the freedom of movement, there were 'citizens' before the Maastricht Treaty created the EU and the 'European citizen' as a formal and legal entity, and our study in fact concerns a sample of Britons who emigrated to France at the tail end of Thatcher's decade -the 1980s. Nearly twenty years after their exodus, they offer us their reflections, and we reflect upon the extent to which their status as EU 'insiders' is incidental to more compelling and age-old logics motivating the migratory decision. The original four freedoms of the Treaty of Rome included the freedom of movement of 'persons' as workers, and in 1992, the Maastricht Treaty on European Union went so far as to create the legally-enforceable figure of the European Citizen who is steadily accruing rights, expectations and, who knows, identity. These advantages include the right to mobility and residence within the EU, the right to vote and stand for election at local and EU-level elections in the member state where they are resident; and access to social rights in the form of, for example, welfare and education provision. Of these, Recchi insists on the significance of 'the rights to free movement and settlement in the entire EU territory' as the 'cornerstone' of EU citizenship ' (2006: 60) . In these ways, Europeans are reminded of their role as actors in the integration process, above and beyond the commodification of their functions as consumers, tourists, students, pensioners or workers, and this in increasingly glaring contrast to the EU's 'outsiders', or third country nationals (TCNs).
Indeed, one aspect of this people's Europe is that the movement of people with an intent to settle or reside, either temporarily or permanently, based on a desire for change, increasingly occurs in a public policy environment dominated by discourses of immigration and asylum and in a specific international situation in which the EU's leaders perceive themselves to be operating.
1 This is a policy frame focused on the world outside the EU's boundaries and on movement from that world towards the EU in the form of breaches, potential and actual, of the EU's frontiers. The emphasis thus, is increasingly on immigrants rather than on migrants in the form of EU nationals; the EU's 2004 directive 2 concerning intra-EU migration is nevertheless intended to 'encourage [all] Union citizens to exercise their right to move and reside freely within the Member States' and to harmonise such matters across the EU.
On certain occasions, intra-EU movements have themselves generated considerable media, political and public attention, especially where so-called economic migrants are concerned. In the case of the 2004 EU enlargement, for example, this very aspect of enlargement became a significant nuisance for the French government in its doomed battle to persuade the French population to ratify the EU's Constitutional Treaty. An unexpected figure emerged mid-way through the referendum debates; namely, the 'Polish plumber', an imaginary and notional character later held partly responsible for the sinking of the Treaty.
In the highly specific context of the then imminent liberalisation of the EU's market in services via the Bolkestein Directive, the spectre of the Polish plumber arriving to undermine French servicemen and women by his cheap labour and sub-standard workmanship was manipulated by opponents of the treaty to symbolise all that was deemed wrong with it, and in particular its provisions for economic and social policy characterised as a step too far towards an Anglo-Saxon free-market scrum. and beyond family, financial, political or economic reasons. These lifestyle contrasts, real or imagined, will of course be familiar to those of us au fait with UK media representations of the 'good life' in France, the media being a second, significant push factor (Labie, 2004; Barou & Prado, 1995: 30) .
We can link the push of the broadcast media back to the so-called 
British migrants and their hosts
These are findings which should cast strong light on the successes and failures, potential and real, of the migrant experience. We note that the term 'integration' could for a researcher be an undesirable source of normative bias; nevertheless, it seems valid to enquire into the extent to which the British incorporate and involve themselves in the lives of their host countries; and whether they avail themselves of any of their rights as EU citizens.
Benson 's interest (2007) in the quest for the 'authentic' life accentuates the importance for the migrants of the Lot of their distinction from mere tourists 7 ;
and Tindall (2004: 277) raises the possibility that settlement, as opposed to tourism may well despoil the rural idyll sought by the migrant in the first place. This is in strong contrast to the Spanish case where Crawford (2007) observes how many British migrants to the Mediterranean coast of Spain 7 It is the case that British settlement in France, certainly the 'wave' of the late 1980s, tends to begin with tourism, on the basis of which second homes are purchased, which subsequently may lead to to plans for more permanent residence. This certainly was the pattern for the Dordogne region of France. (Gervais-Aguer, 2004; Barou & Prado, 1995) .
prefer to see themselves as 'upmarket tourists' as opposed to residents. We can assume that if most Britons are in France for the authentic, rural experience, this tourist mentality is less likely to travel across the Pyrenées.
Integration, however we define it, figures amongst the motivations, in some cases unconscious, of important numbers of UK migrants. The 20 or so semistructured interviews that substantiated her 2004 study led Gervais-Aguer to postulate the existence of three types of UK migrant defined by their level of integration, as they perceived it. The integrated Britons were usuallyunsurprisingly -Franco-British couples who worked in a French environment;
others were poorly-integrated (as in peu -not very), having given up or never sought to integrate, but satisfied with their new lives; finally those who were non-integrated but who wished to be so; they formed a minority of frustrated cases who generally would at some point return to Britain on a strong note of failure.
If we concur with Labie that real -authentic? -integration lies beyond the ballot box every much as in the precious political right to vote, then she (2004: 6) offers interesting observations: viz, a sore lack of formal opportunities for the interaction of the French and the British ,her research indicating that language was a most significant factor in the integration process. In particular, she attributed the colonising, 'little Briton' phenomenon associated with the Spanish example to the self-perpetuating and defeatist cycle by which British migrants acknowledge that they are poor at French, that they can get by without it, and that they can therefore live amongst themselves. In some cases this can lead to a sort of internal (possibly black) market amongst the British, ranging from education to building work. Fralon (2006) bases his purportedly humorous notion of the 'invasion' of the British on precisely this aspect of the British migrants' lives. Sriskandarajah and Drew (2006: 44) , based on their study of the 'Brits' abroad in general, come to the conclusion that the 'major barrier to integration in another country seems to be language'; their and others' studies (eg. as cited by Crawford, 2007) also make the ominous observation that on this score, British migrants (and their children)
are particularly poorly-equipped in comparison to other EU migrants.
Integration is not a linear process, and does not proceed at an equal pace at all times; like other cultural shocks, migrants will experience ups, downs and plateaus in their attempts to live their new lives. There may well be incentives on the part of the host authorities, however, to intervene in the process for a variety of reasons. Fralon (2006) On the other hand, Barou and Prado (1995: 147) note how French locals generally do not expect or even want British residents to integrate, but see their efforts positively when they do.
A Case-Study of British-French migration -the Pays d'Auge, Normandy
The choice of location for this case-study was determined by a coincidental combination of two factors. Barou & Prado (1995) base one chapter on data collected in 1992 from an area where Collard was able to identify all the individuals concerned by dint of personal circumstances which enabled her arguably to fulfill the anthropologists' criteria for such an ethnographic study. Buller and Hoggart (1994) had also carried out part of their research in roughly the same area (Calvados). It thus seemed appropriate to try to trace the stories of these British migrants, and determine how their experiences had unfolded fifteen years after the original study. The method of enquiry was to conduct individual interviews based on a questionnaire but allowing for free discussion as volunteered by the interviewee, lasting between 45 minutes and three hours each. This work has been carried out with the endorsement of the original author of the chapter, Jacques Barou, who unfortunately has not retained any of the archives relating to the field work, which was carried out by a research assistant. The original interviewees were identified through a combination of 'hints' given in the original text, and personal contacts in the area, and a semi-structured interview was conducted with each individual and/or couple.
The Pays d'Auge is located in Basse-Normandie, and we are concerned in this study with the Southern part of the area, straddling the cantons of Vimoutiers and Livarot. The area is reputed for its cider-making, its cheese (Livarot, Pont l'Evêque, Camembert), its studs, and its gently rolling countryside dotted with distinctive timber-framed houses and cider apple trees. This is the stuff of picture post-cards.
Barou's selection of this area was informed partly by its proximity to the South Our findings however presented a rather different picture for this particular group of migrants, who did not identify strongly with this reason for their move.
A majority of respondents were in fact already living in rural areas in the UK, and only one, somewhat atypical couple, would really have fitted the typology of escape from the urban rat-race. One other couple who came to retire explicitly wanted 'to escape Thatcher's Britain.' The main reasons given for coming to France were the fact that low property and land prices made it possible to envisage setting up the sort of enterprise that they could not afford in Britain. For two couples this meant being able to buy a farm (one for sheep, the other for cider apples): both these couples would have stayed in England had they been able to afford to do so. A third farming couple were moved into the area as tenants of a Farmer's Weekly operation, and quite astonishingly, had been given no choice in the decision, with only a few weeks to prepare to leave their previous farm tenancy in Scotland. They had not themselves initiated the move (nor even been consulted), and were literally parachuted into the area with three young children and a dog, in the middle of a school term, with only O Level French. One other young couple with children came because the wife wanted to set up a dog-grooming business and could not afford the property prices in her home town on the South Coast. Another young couple (he was running a small business for school photography and she was working with horses) saw the opportunity of cheap property prices to buy a run-down farm in need of restoration, in order to create a new life and a business running gîtes and B & B.
None of them had a second home or any other previous connections to the area and bought their property through chance more than design, often rather quickly and in some cases impulsively; the role of French estate agents advertising in British outlets was clearly instrumental here, and should be borne in mind in the context of discussions about the British unsollicited 'invasion' of France . Of those that did not have a specific business idea in mind, but came either for retirement, or for personal reasons, all said that land and property prices had been the main factor in making their decision. For a significant number, personal circumstances (including divorce, redundancy & retirement) initiated the desire to move, but other destinations had also been considered: Australia, Canada, Greece. This was also true of the only couple who came to this area largely because of friends who had recently settled here.
We can see therefore that high property and land prices in England (nearly all the respondents are English and were all living in England) was the most significant. The proximity of France and the comparatively low prices of land and property there thus acted as a strong 'pull' factor for the late-1980s migrants, and for a significant number of respondents in the sample surveyed here, the move to France enabled property and land acquistion to become a reality for the first time. In the Pays d'Auge, it was possible to find a handsome timber-framed manor house with outbuildings in a state of disrepair for the price of a small, very ordinary house in the South of England. The aesthetics of the actual houses bought was clearly a strong factor for some of those interviewed, but by no means for all: many bought the first property they were taken to by the agent.
The discrepancy between our findings and those of Barou could be explained by a number of factors. First, it is possible that he did not seek to identify whether these migrants had come from rural or urban areas. Second, it is possible that the interviewees had by 2007 'forgotten' or re-ordered the heirarchy of reasons that had caused them to migrate; after living in the rural 'idyll' for twenty years, the memory of the stress and pressures of life in the UK at that time might have become less significant as a driving factor in their own mental representation of why they moved, emphasising the practical reasons rather than the 'romanticised' ones which they might have highlighted at the time of Barou's interviews. It is also conceivable that Barou's assumptions regarding the 'rêve de village' over-determined his interpretation of the responses he obtained. Finally, it is possible that the interviewees did not like to emphasise the economic reasons for their move when face to face with a French interviewer: given the strong sense displayed by all these interviewees of the desire to be accepted by the local French population, they may have felt that it was rather insensitive to give property prices as the main factor in their decision.
'(France) for Sale -Ring England' (The Dordogne, 2000, © H. Drake )
Reality bites: language, employment, social life and politics
Language was seen as a central problem for all of the sample: only three of the interviewees had any practical command of French before moving, the rest said their French was either minimal or 'zero'. None of them however was prepared to let this problem act as an obstacle to their ambition, and all of them took very seriously the need to learn French, though they went about it in very diverse ways: only one couple took formal lessons, the rest simply 'muddled through', for a combination of reasons: time, cost, and availability.
All of them had accepted the fact that language was the key to integration, and unlike more recent migrants in the area, they all, apart from one couple, were determined to be accepted by local people and integrate with them. In telling their stories, it was clear that all the respondents took for granted the idea that integration was the appropriate model of behaviour, and indeed they measured their own degree of 'success' by what they perceived as their own level of integration, as much as by their ability to earn a living.
The most important factor governing integration was employment: we saw above how a significant majority had moved to France in order to set up businesses of various kinds, so this was critical to their ultimate survival.
Within this category we can broadly distinguish two main types of activity:
farming and services of various types. The farming group is particularly interesting in ways which go beyond the scope of this paper, but it is also significant because according to Barou's conclusions (1995; , these people were the most successfully integrated because they have implicitly (mainly British) tourists, the teaching of English in local schools or to adults (a growing market in previous years but one which offers no security and relatively low rates of pay), a dog-grooming salon, and various trades people:
three carpenters and one general builder specialising in the restoration of old properties for the British property owners (no plumber!). 10 Some of these activities depended to some degree on British 'consumers' (tourists and second-home owners), but by no means exclusively.
The initial stages of setting up the legal basis for these activities was described by all those doing it independently as 'horrendous', 'a nightmare'.
All of the respondents clearly wanted to do everything 'by the book', and were frustrated by the seemingly arcane demands of French bureaucracy, though a 10 Further publications resulting from this field work willl develop the problems presented for British tradespeople in having to redefine themselves professionally in order to register with one of the 'Chambres de métier' (occupational/business chamber).There is no broad category that corresponds to the British general builder, and French artisans normally stick to the particular trade in which they are qualified: electrician, plumber, carpenter etc. This situation, as well as the cost of setting up as an artisan in France, has been the cause of many British migrants' resorting to the black economy which has been regularly denounced in the French press. few were able to enlist the help of an agent to take care of the paperwork for them. It is perhaps worth remembering here and reflecting upon Barou's reference to the entrepreneurial mentality of the British migrants. In those days there was little ready-made literature in English to guide these 'pioneers' (as they see themselves), and they all in some ways had to learn the hard way.
A critical factor in whether or not a venture turned out to be economically viable or not seems to have been the ownership of capital in some form or other, usually produced by the difference between the sale of a property in the UK and the purchase of the property in France. All the businesses ventured into involved considerable investment of both capital and labour which would take several years to start producing income and it was therefore essential to have capital to live off. Those few who did not, fared distinctly less well.
In terms of integration, a successful employment situation could bring about dramatically increased language skills, with a particular emphasis at least initially on the specific occupational vocabularies. Contact with French people in the workplace was also a vital ingredient in facilitating social relations. But although the level of integration was not always closely related to the degree of success of the employment situation, the latter nevertheless had a critical impact on the economic sustainability of the lives of those concerned:
although all but one of them (following a divorce) are, perhaps surprisingly, still there, some are living in what the French describe as a 'situation de précarité' (precariousness), with no obvious way out of their predicaments.
The youngest of the couples interviewed, one of the first to move there in 1985, have recently decided to sell their property and return to the UK, where they will be living with family, since there is little prospect of their being able to re-enter the British property market. She had been teaching English (she had a degree in History and a teaching certificate), but had never obtained a secure full-time contract, and he had tried unsuccessfully to establish himself as a wood-worker. Their final decision to leave was prompted by their son's move into secondary education, which they found extremely disappointing, and by her better prospects of finding a proper teaching job in the UK. One other, quite atypical couple who have lived essentially off capital since their arrival in 1978, describe themselves as 'economic refugees', now unable to.re-enter the British property market.
None of the activities described above, including farming, generates sufficient income on its own, and even those few who have found salaried employment are on low wages that are the norm in the current economic climate dogged by unemployment. Thus all of our sample have a lifestyle that is at best relatively modest, especially when they compare themselves to family and friends back in the UK, or in some cases, to their own previous living standards. However, they mainly own properties whose equivalents in the UK would be way beyond their reach. Besides, they almost unanimously claim not to envy the lifestyle that goes with this higher level of income that has become commonplace in the UK; indeed most expressed strong feelings of rejection of the way of life that has evolved in the UK since their departure, citing avarice, yob culture, the cost of living, traffic levels and the state of health care as reasons for not wanting to return.
A further striking aspect to emerge from the interviewees was their attitude to their move: all but one of the couples were determined to integrate socially, and adopted various different strategies to this end. Those who had children were able to take advantage of the contact with other parents and teachers, and by inviting other children to their houses got to speak more French with them. Some emphasised the importance of accepting every opportunity offered by the local commune to participate in events such as the local fête, and even attending all the funerals, and quite a few were consequently invited to join the comité de fêtes (festival committee). Others found no such activities in their local commune, and thus found it harder to establish relations in their immediate vicinity. Some ended up being involved with local activities such as a running club, a dog-training club, and a choir.
Many however felt that due to pressures of work and sometimes also home restoration, they had not had sufficient time to devote to social life. Others felt that there were insufficient activities available locally of interest to them, and those from urban origins bemoaned the fact that it was so far to the nearest could not name the current Prime Minister. 11 Those who had distinctly better knowledge were the few that still watch French TV. Thus it emerged that there was no strong correlation between interest in national politics and active local participation. This was justified by those concerned (rather defensively) on the grounds that they were less concerned because they could not vote at national level. For some, this was an important issue and they felt that they should be able to vote nationally in the country of their fiscal residence, rather than according to nationality; one couple felt very strongly that they had been disenfranchised, since British citizens can only retain a postal vote for 15 years, and they did not feel that the right to vote in European and local elections was sufficient compensation. From their perspective, the benefits of EU citizenship do not, apparently, exceed or trump national loyalties.
Significantly, none of the respondents could relate their own venture to the broader framework of Europe or the concept of a European citizenship: even participation in local 'politics' was seen as a purely parochial affair with no wider implications, and one of them thought that it was 'a load of rubbish' to attempt to put it in a European perspective. All three municipal councillors interviewed in this sample had been invited to be included on a list in 2001
(the first time that this was possible for EU citizens). Further research into this 11 Respondents were asked if they knew how many presidential candidates there were, roughly what they stood for, and what parties they represented. They were also asked if they knew roughly how the voting system worked (two rounds with run-off at the second). They were asked to name any previous presidents, and the current Prime Minister. Further questions were only asked if the basic ones were answered appropriately. 
Conclusions: Neighbours or Fellow Citizens?
Our study has found significant evidence of 'Brits' settling in France in permanent homes, raising families, investing in long-term business undertakings, and integrating to the best of their ability on social, cultural, political and economic levels. Our case-study portrayed a refreshingly positive example of how French and British neighbours, co-workers, 'seniors', farmers and so on co-exist relatively harmoniously.
We saw from the IPPR (Sriskandarajah and Drew, 2007) We should also remember that we expect the latest arrivals from Britain to English such as regular 'curry nights' and a quiz night in a local café referred to as the 'pub'. There was clearly much resentment towards these new incomers, perceived as 'having lots of money' (compared to themselves), 13 We thank Christian Lequesne for this observation.
scorning the French, making little or no effort to learn the language, and displaying many of the features of today's Britain that deterred them from contemplating returning to the UK.
In an attempt to find out more about these newest-comers, a small survey was carried out as a follow-up to the main study, using a local 'Anglo-Norman alliance' organisation to identify respondents. Approximately half of them were retired or early-retired, doing things by the book, trying to learn French (but feeling a bit too old to be confident), and to 'integrate', but rarely venturing beyond local fetes and saying hello to their French neighbours. For those just short of statutory retirement age, there were fears they would fall foul of a recent provision barring them from access to French health insurance, thereby removing their residency rights; and some were consequently envisaging a return to the UK. 14 The other half of the sample were younger, in their 40s or 50s, some technically retired but in fact looking to earn a living and, due to minimal language skills, doing it almost exclusively within the British community -the internal market at work. We found evidence of illegal business operations, and of difficulties with getting to grips with the French business and taxation systems; and examples of 'sponging' off French benefits such as the RMI (revenu minimum d'insertion -a form of unemployment benefit designed to encourage the return to work). These cases strongly suggest a degree of 'delusion' on the part of the newer arrivals, whose 'initial imaginings of France are selective'. 15 We also found friction between this latest wave of British migrants to this corner of Normandy, and those who have been there for some time.
Interestingly, we found some of the new arrivals to be anti-EU, and quite unaware of the fact that the practical benefits of EU free movement that have accrued over time (such as the dropping of the requirement to obtain a French driving licence or carte de séjour -residency permit -for EU nationals) have made their migration an easier experience than for their 'pioneer'
predecessors. Guiraudon and Favell (2007) make the point that the 'Eurosceptic British' are indeed 'arguably the most voracious in their using of EU rights to buy property or relocate to other parts of the EU'; whereas
Recchi's extensive PIONEUR study (2003) , finds to the contrary that EU movers do 'uphold European integration and feel much more strongly European than the general population.'
The broader argument here, following Guiraudon and Favell, is that we need to study 'real people' and their behaviours if we are to grasp the realities of the 'social bases of European integration' alongside the political, economic or institutional dimensions of Europeanisation. Movement, as addressed in our case study, is one such behaviour; as is the network-type activity that 'ordinary' people sometimes engage in, such as town-twinning; or, for Fligstein (2008) , the consumption of the European press and 'culture from other countries through films, music, books and television' (207). 15 We thank Michaela Benson (University of Bristol) for this insight.
Findings to date suggest that with increased 'European' behaviours come new social divisions, for example between those who move, and those who stay at home. Recchi (2006: 76) argues that as more people from different social backgrounds move, 'we could even expect the rise of a new politicoidentitarian cleavage based on multicultural mindsets for "movers" vs.
monocultural frameworks prevailing amongst "stayers". (…) Originally conceived as an integrative tool across national borders, EU citizenship could thus instead become the basis for emerging forms of social differentiation.' This is a view echoed by Fligstein (2008: 207) for whom 'the least educated, the elderly, the less well-off, and the less skilled remain wedded to the national worldview (…). Their identities remain wedded to the nation.'
Our own findings in this respect offer a slightly different perspective, in that they suggest differentiation within the movers themselves, with regard to social, political and cultural identification. Continuing work on the young French working population in London; and on the newest British arrivals in France (not just Normandy) will go some way to fill out our picture in these respects. We can at least expect both the new 'wave' and the next generation of 'old' British migrants in France to tell us more still about the phenomenon of intra-EU migration per se, and in particular the perceived salience and relevance of the EU citizenship framework for the decision to migrate. Our research here has rather suggested that the EU's insiders, at least in this case, take their EU rights for granted in a way that outsiders -TCNs -literally die for. Their movement is instead driven by the same reasons as ever, both universally human, and, relating to the Franco-British relationship: dreams of escape; Romanticism; ambition, opportunity; a notional image of France -which in turn appears to be driving some French in the opposite direction; this is movement whose scope is yet to be defined. Unlike the beneficiaries of the EU's Erasmus student mobility scheme, those movers who leave the French experience until later in life are likely to be surprised -pleasantly or otherwise -by the realities of both EU citizenship and the French dream.
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